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In this paper we complete the analysis of pushing up Sp(4, q) which was 
begun in [4]. As in [4] let M be a finite group, p a prime and S a Sylow 
p-subgroup of M with the following properties: 
(P) No non-trivial characteristic subgroup of S is normal in M. 
(A) p is odd, ~i;i= M/O,,(M), I@/@(@) N PSp(4, p”) and O,,,(M) = 1. 
We prove: 
THEOREM. Suppose M satisfies (P) and (A). Let A = OP(M) and 
V= O,(R). Then one of the following holds: 
(a) li; N PSp(4, pk). 
(b) &IV- Sp(4,p”) and V is u nuturul Sp(4, q)-module for M. 
1. PROPERTIFS ot‘ Sp(4, q) 
(1.0) HYPOTHESIS. In this chapter p is an odd prime and q =pk, k E N; 
furthermore, V is a 4-dimensional symplectic vectorspace over GF(q) and 
H= Sp(4, q) is operating on V. 
Notation. 
E is an isotropic plane in V, 
t is a symplectic transvection in H centralizing E, 
p = 02(C,,(r)), 
N = O,(P), 
Q = N,(E)> 
T= O,(Q), 
SE Syl,(P n Q) (note that SE Syl,( H)), 
A is a non-trivial elementary abelian p-subgroup of H. 
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(1.1) DEFINITION. Let G N Sp(2n, q) and W be a GF(p) G-module. 
Then W is called a natural Sp(2n, q)-module for G, if W carries the struc- 
ture of a 2n-dimensional symplectic space over GF(q) which is compatible 
with the action of G. 
In the following lemma we collect a number of well-known facts about 
SP(434). 
(1.2) (a) If G is a central perfect extension of PSp(4, q), then 
G = PM4,q) or M4,q), 
(b) X(2, q) is generated by two elements of order p, 
(c) N is a special group of order q3 with Z(N) = Z(P) and 
I Z(N)1 = 43 
(d) N< Op(P) and P/N N X(2, q), 
(e) T is elementary abelian of order q3, 
(0 Q/T = GW, q), 
(g) If Sd U<H, then U<N,,(P) or U<Q. 1 
(1.3)(a) ICK S, ill =q4 ‘, 1 < i < 4, [ V, S] = C,(t), [ V, S, S] = 
C,(T)= [V, T] and C,(S)=C,(N)= [V, t] = [V, S, 33. 
(b) If B and B, are subgroups of H with C,(B) < C,(B,), then 
[V, B] = C,(B)’ and [V, B,] < [V, B]. 
(c) If A < S and 1 A I > q2, then A d T, A 4 N, and A contains a sym- 
plectic transvection. 
(d) There exist elements h,, h?, h, E H so that H= (A, AhI, Ah2, 
Ah’), if IAl <q, and H= (A, Ah’), if IAl >q. 
(e) There exists gE H with TR2 = T and (T, TR) = H. Further- 
more, C,(T)nC,(T”)=l, QnQg=GL(2,q) and xR=x ’ for all 
x E Z(Q n Qg). 
(f) T = (t” I g E H, tR E Q ) and T contains exactly q2 - 1 symplectic 
transvections. 
(g) If [V,A,A]=l and I[V,A]j=IAl, then there exist gisH, 
iEZ= { 1, . ..) q2} with (N”‘, A) = H and [V, 7’Ki] n [V, P] = 1 for all i, 
Jo Z, i #j. Furthermore, if B 4 SRz for some i with (B, A) # H, then 
B < TR’. 
(h) IfgEHwith t”$Z(P), then (Op(P), Op(P)“)=H. 
Proof. All statements are easy to verify. 1 
(1.4)(a) If W is a faithful GF(p) C,. ,-module, then ( WI >, q. 
(b) If W is a non-trivial GF( p) Sp(2n, q)‘-module, then ) WI > q*“. 
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(1.5) Let G be a finite group with O,(G) = 1 and G/@(G) N 
PSp(4, q). If W is a faithful GF(p) G-module and A <G a non-trivial 
elementary abelian p-group with 1 W/C,(A)1 d (A 1, then G N Sp(4, q), 
W= [ W, G] @ C,,,(G) and [ W, G] is a natural Sp(4, q)-module for G. 
Proof. From [4] we get @(G) 6 Z(G) and (1.2)(a) yields G N PSp(4, q) 
or Sp(4, q). We may assume [ W, A, A] = 1 (see [4]). 
Suppose first that W is irreducible. We choose t, P, N, Q and T as in 
(1.0). 
1 WI = q4, or IAI >q* and I WI dq6. (1) 
This follows from (1.3)(d) and (1.4)(b). 
In the second case of (1) we may assume t E A (see (1.3)(c)). 
[W, t, P(P)] = 1 and [W,t,t]=l. (2) 
If ( WI = q4, we use the following series, which is normalized by P: 
From (1.2)(d) and (1.4)(b) we get I[ W, t,j]/[W, t,j+ 111 >q2 for some j. 
Thus we have I W/[ W, t] I > q*. If I [ W, t]l = q*, then (1.2)(d) and (1.4)(b) 
yield that N operates trivially on W/[ W, t] and [W, t]. This implies 
@(N) = 1, a contradiction to (1.2)(c). Hence we have I [ U’, t]l <q* and 
[W, t, w(P)] = 1. 
If ( WI > q4, we conclude I A I > q2 and [ W, t, A] = 1. Now (1.3)(c) yields 
[W, t, w(P)] = 1. 
Since t E O”(P), the second part of the assertion follows from the first. 
Let t, be a symplectic transvection with t, E P\Z(P). 
[W,t]n[W,tl]=l and [W,t,t,]=l. (3) 
This follows easily from (2) and (1.3)(h). 
Set r := I [ W, t]l and choose g E G as in (1.3)(e). 
IWl=r”,[W,T]=C,(T) and W=[W,T]x[W,TR]. (4) 
From (3) and (1.3)(f) WC conclude [W, T, T] = 1 and I[W, T]l > 
I [ W, r] I2 = r’. Furthermore, we have 
C,(T)nC,(TR)= 1, [W,T]n[W,Tg]=l, 
W= [W, T] x [W, T”] and C W Tl = Cd T). 
Thus we get 1 WI >r4. Now (1.3)(d) yields 1 WJ < r4 and the assertion 
follows. 
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Let Q,, := Q n Qg, then QO ‘v GL(2, q) or PGL(2, q) (see (1.3)(f)). 
G = Sp(4, q). (5) 
Suppose G N PSp(4, q), then Qb N L,(q). From (4) we get that a Sylow- 
p-subgroup of Qb operates quadratically on W, a contradiction to [3]. 
Q& operates irreducibly on U := [ W, r], and U is a direct sum 
of isomorphic, irreducible Z( Q,)-modules. (6) 
If Qb does not operate irreducibly in U, we get from (1.4)(b) that 
C,(Qb) # 1 or [U, Qb] # U. Since Z(G) 6 Qb we conclude C&Z(G)) # 1 
or [ W, Z(G)] # W, a contradiction. 
r = q. (7) 
Note first that Z(Q,) operates faithfully on U, since otherwise by (1.3)(e) 
Z(Q,) would not operate faithfully on W= UUR. 
From (1.4)(a) we get that an irreducible subspace in U for Z(Q,) has 
order q; in particular ( UI E (q’, q3). If 1 UI = q3, then 1 [U, &]I = 
I Cu(W E (4,q2) for .%~Syl,(Qd. We get ICU, Qkll =q2 or 
1 U/C,,(Qb)l = q2, a contradiction to (6). 
IfuE[W,t]#, then C,(U) = P. (8) 
By (2), (3), and (1.2)(g) we have P< C,(u) d NJP) = PZ(Q,). Since 
Z(Q,) operates fixed-point freely on W we conclude P = C,(u). 
W is a natural Sp(4, q)-module for G. (9) 
From (8) and I WI = q4 we get that G operates transitively on W#. Let 
W, be a natural Sp(4, q)-module for G. Then there is a bijection 
cp : W, -+ W with cp(wi) = ‘p(~,,)~ for all we E W,. Let U, be an isotropic or 
anisotropic plane in Wo, TO:= C,( U,) and X0 := NJ U,). Then we have 
U, = C,(T,) and cp(U,) = C,( TO), in particular cp( U,) is a subgroup 
of w. 
Choose &E @/,(A!,). By (4) we have [q(U,), S,, S,] = 1 and 
I d~d/C,,,, (&,)I = q. From [l] we get that cp( U,) is a natural X(2, q)- 
module for X0. Therefore there exists a GF(p) X0-isomorphism $ : U,, + 
cp( UCJ. 
Since C GL(C,O)(XO) operates transitively on C,,(C,,(x,)), we may assume 
that $(x0) =9(x0) for some x,, E U,# . But then we get cp(x) = $(x) for all 
x E U,. Hence cp is linear in each plane in W, and thus linear on W,. 
Suppose now that W is not irreducible. Then (9) yields that every non- 
trivial chief factor of G is a natural Sp(4, q)-module and that G = Sp(4, q). 
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Since 1 IV/C,(A)1 6 1 A 1 we conclude that there is exactly one non-trivial 
chief factor. Now Maschke’s theorem yields 
W= C&Z(G))@ [W, Z(G)] = C&G)@ [W, Gl. I 
2. THE AMALGAM METHOD 
(2.0) HYPOTHESIS. In this chapter M and S satisfy (A) and (P), 
H= Aut(S) . S, G = M *s H is the free amalgamated product of M and H 
over S, and r= ZJG, M, H) is the right coset graph of G with respect o M 
and H. 
Notation. 
x E V(T) is vertex conjugate to M, 
/I E V(T) is conjugate to H, 
d is the usual distance metric on r, 
Aci’(d) = {;I E V(r)1 d(y, 6) = i} for 6 E V(T), 
d(6) = A(‘)(i?) for 6 E V(f), 
Cl,“= n.,Edtz)(6,GY 
Qa := G;“, 
S,j := Gy’ 
Z, := Wi W,N S, E W,W >, 
h := min { d(a, S)l Z, 4 GA”}. 
tl’ E V(r) with d(a, cr’) = h and Z, & G!?), 
(a, a + 1, . ..) a + b) = (a’ - b, . . . . a’- 1, a’) is a shortest path from a 
to Co. 
The proof of the following two lemmata can be found in [2, 41. 
(2.1) (a) G operates edge-, but not vertex-transitively on f. 
(b) f is a tree. 
(c) l-= H” 0 MC, 
(d) G;. N A4 or H for all 1 E V(T), 
(e) GI operates transitively on d(n) for all LE V(T), 
(f) If /I E d(z), then G, n G, contains no non-trivial normal sugroup 
of G, 
(g) G operates faithfully on ZY 1 
4XI,‘I12/2-14 
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(2.2) (a) S, = G, n G, E Sy/,,(G,) for all x E d(p). 
(b) Ql = O,(G,) = CL*‘, 
(cl [Q,, &I = 1, 
(d) h is even and z-a’, 
(e) [Z,, Z,,] # 1, Z, < G,. and Z,. 6 G,, 
(f) If b > 0, then Z, < Q,(Z(Q,)), 
(g) O,(Z(Q,)) < Gj’) for all j.E V(T) with d(L, a) < b, 
(h) Zx, 4 Qm 
0) C-L, OP(Gdl it 1. 
Using (1.5) one proves as in [4, (2.3)]: 
(2.3) If h>O, then the following hold: 
(4 WC&J = @(4, qh 
(b) Z, = [Z,, G,] OsZ,(Z(G,)), and [Z,, G,] is a natural Sp(4, q)- 
module for G,, 
(c) [Z,, Z,,] d Z, n Z,, and [Z,, Z,,, Z,,] = 1, 
(d) IZxQz4Qx,I = I&Q,/Q,I E {q, q*}. 
03 Z, n Q,, = Czz(&). 
(2.4) (a) Assume h>O, then Z, =s21(Z(QJ), 
(b) Zcr-G+2~ Gx-2. 
Proof: Since [a,(Z(Q%)), Z,.n Q,] = 1 we get from (2.3)(b, e) and 
(1.3)(b) that [C!,(Z(Q,)), Z,.] d [Z,, Z,.] <Z,. Now assertion (a) follows 
from Maschke’s theorem. 
SupposeZ,Z,+, dG,+2. Then there exists 6 E LI (a + 3) with Z,Z, + 2 = 
&Jr+*. If h = 2, (b) is obvious; if h > 2, we get [Z,, Z,,] < 
C-%Zn+*, Z,,] = 1, a contradiction to (2.2)(e). 
3. THE PARAMETER b 
(3.0) HYPOTHESIS. In this chapter (2.0) holds. Furthermore we assume 
b>O and set 
y$ := C,(L% S,l/L-z,, s,, 31). 
By (1.3)(g) and (2.4)(b) we are allowed to choose a- 1 E d(a) with 
(N;-,,Z,.)=G, and z-2~d(r-1) with Z,-,Z,-=h G,. 
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Notation. 
T; := C,,[Z,, S,, S,] for all PEA(U), 
v, := (Z?,), 
L := <Q, 2, GO, 
R := [Z1e2, Z,, 21, 
X:=Z, 2~Q,.-2, 
Y:=Z,,nQ%. 
(3.1) cx &I G cx YICZ,, &I. 
Proof Suppose [X, Z,,] C R,, := [A’, Y][Z,, Z,.]. Since X< Qz we 
get [X, [Z,, Z,.]] = 1. If [X, Y] = 1 (1.3)(b) yields 
LX &I d II-L, -&I < Ro. 
So we have [X, Y] # 1 and thus 1 [Z,, Z,,] 1 # q2. 
If [X, Y] = [Z,, Z,,] we conclude [Z,, Z,,] dZ,._2 and 
z,nz,-24 <%I I Z,. ) = G,, a contradiction. 
Hence 1 R, 1 > q2, [R,, X] = 1, R, < Y, and R, contains an isotropic 
plane of [Z,,, G,,]. By (1.3)(b) we get [X, Z,,] < R,,, which contradicts the 
assumption. 
(3.2) R # 1, i.e., Z, 2 4 Q,,-2. 
Proof: If R= 1, we get X=Z%-*, and (3.1) yields 
cz, 23 &I < c-%2, YIIYZ,, &I <z, zz,. 
But then we have Z,Z, 2 -=I (S, r, Z,. ) = G,, a contradiction. 
(3.3) Z,Z,+zQ G,. 
Proof By (3.2) here exist x - 2ie d*‘(a), 1 Q i< b/2, so that 
& 2i 4 Qz, 2;. Now (2.4)(b) yields the assertion. 
(3.4) If b>2, then Q, 4 c;_T, OP(G,)<L and LQ,=G,. 
Proof Suppose Q, < TE::. We conclude 
IZ,/Z,nZ,-,I <q2, T:= T;- ;= T; ,, 
c-c 23 s, 1,31= CZ,, s, ,, 31, C-C -2, TlnZ(G,)= 1, 
and 
CZZ 29 Tl Z(G,) = CZ,, Tl Z(G,). 
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By (1.3)(g) and (3.2) there exist hi~G,, iel= (1, . . . . q*} with 
Z: ? 4 QU,-, and [Z,, Tlhln[Z,, T’J]=~ for all i,jeI, i#j+ For R,:= 
lzf *, Z,,..,] we get R,n Rj= 1. 
If I Ril =q2 for some z’EZ, then Ri<Z,, [R,, Z? 2] = 1, for alljEZ, and 
(1.3)(b) yields Rj < Ri, a contradiction. 
Hence I Ril = q for all iE 1, and S,.-J& 2 contains at least q*(q - 1) 
elements, which operate as transvections on Z,, 2, a contradiction to 
(1.3)(f). 
Hence we have Q, 4 T;:f, IZ,/Z, _2nZ,I =q3 and Q, 2 & c. ,. By 
the choice of CI - 1 and (1.3)(g) we get LQa = G,. This yields @‘(G,) ,< 
(Q? 2) = (Q,L *) < L, and (3.4) is proven. 
(3.5) If b>2, then [Z,, S,] Z,dG, for every PEA(Q), SEA(P). 
Proof. Let (/I, 6) be a counterexample, i.e., [Z,, S,] Z, 4 G,. 
If Z,Z, (I G,, then (1.4)(b) yields [Z,, OP(Ga)] <Z, and 
[Z,, S,] Z, 4 G,. Hence Z, Z, 41 G,, and we may assume (6, /I) = (a - 2, 
a- 1). 
Suppose first ( Z, 2Qa. 2/Q,s _ 2 1 = q. Then [R, Y] = 1 and (1.3)(b) 
imply [X, Y] d X. Now (3.1) and (3.4) yield 
XZ,aL, [X,@‘(G,)]<Z,, [(A’Sm-‘>,OP(G~)l<Z, 
and 
a contradiction 
Suppose now I Z,- 2 Qz, _ z I = q*. Possibly after replacing (a, x’) by 
(U - 2, a’ - 2) we may assume IZ,Q,,/Q,, 1 = q2. 
Since b > 2 we get [R, L] = 1. If R Q S, _, , we conclude 
[ZIe2, S,-,] < (Rsz--‘) and [[Z, *, S9-i], W(G,)] = 1, a contradic- 
tion Hence RaS,-,, RaG,and [R, V,]=([R,Z,-2]G1)=1. 
Now (1.3)(b) yields 
[Z3-2, VJGR, v&SRRQea, 2 and I vaQ~z/Q., 21 Gq3. 
Furthermore, from b z=- 2 we conclude 
C~,,Z,l=1 and CVanQe,! 2, &I G c-c, &I G -5. 
Define Va,= V,JZ,. Then I Vz,lCVz(Z,,)l <q3, and (1.3)(d) and (1.4)(b) 
yield that TX contains exactly one non-trivial chief factor. Since 
C&--2, S,-,I = [Z.-2, QJ and [Z, 2, S,-,] Z, Q G, we conclude 
CVm @TGJl< CV,, Q,lG and V, = Z,-2CJ’a, QJ Z,. 
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Hence [ V,/Z,Z,-2, Q,] = V,/Z,Z,-, and Z,Z,-z = V,a G,, a con- 
tradiction. 
(3.6) hG4. 
Proof: Suppose b>4. Choose ~EG,-~ with (Z;.-,, N;::)=G,-2. 
From (3.2) and (3.4) we conclude Z, 4 Qi,- 4. Define R, := [Z,,ZL, 4]. 
Then b > 2 and (3.5) yield: 
R,QZ(S,-,), CR,, (S,-,,Z:.-,)I=& R,<Z(G, .J and R,=R’. 
Now b > 4 implies [R,, Z:.] = 1. Hence we get [R,, Z,,] = 1, 
[ Ro, (S, _ i, Z,. ) ] = 1 and R, < Z( G,), a contradiction. 
(3.7) b < 2. 
Proof: Suppose b = 4. By (3.3) we may assume x - 2 = (x + 2)’ for some 
LEG,. Let Vz+Z=(Z:G‘,+2) and V, 2= V;,,. 
By (3.5) we have 
It follows that 
[Q, n Qx 23 II&+29 Se+ I 11 G CQ,n Ql -2v CL2, K--,1 &I = 1 
and 
Q,nQ, 2GZ, 2Qa+z= V,Qu+z; 
in particular V, _ 2 n Q, < V, Q, + 2. We conclude 
CC. 2nQZy Vs+21 
G CVz, J’r+2l[Qrx+2, f’,+,lG VzCZa+2, %+,I Z,= Vs. 
This yields 
(V,-2nQ,) V,a(S, -lT v,+2>=G, and CV,. 2nQ,~~PWI~V,. 
Since [V3L-2, Q,]< V, 2nQz we get 
[Qm OP(G,I)l G Vz and [Q,, OP(GJ, QJ G L-V,, QJ. 
The “Three-subgroup Lemma” yields [Q&, OP(Gz)] 6 [V,, Q,]. Hence we 
have 
[Q&2 OP(Ga)l G CV,, Q,, OP(G,)l = CZ,, G,l <Z,. 
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Now (3.4) and the structure of S, r/Qx imply I’,- z < Qj -2Qr and 
VIZ z < Qb -JQa n Q, *). Thus we get 
CV,-,>Za+zl G [Q;, ~~Za+JCQa~Qe,-~~ &+,I 
GQe; 2L-C 2>Za+J GQ;-2Za 2. 
This yields [V, 2, OP(Gs-Jl G-C,. 2, which contradicts 
-cc ZQ G, 29 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF G, 
(4.0) HYPOTHESIS. In this chapter (2.0) and (3.0) hold. Furthermore, we 
assume OJG,) = 1 and define 
D, := CQg( Op( G,)). 
(4.1) If h = 2, then the following hold: 
(4 Q, = D, x C-G Gal, 
(b) G, = D, x WGd, 
(c) [Z,, G,] is a natural Sp(4, q)-module for G,, 
(d) OP(G,) = [Z,, G,] . F with Fn [Z,, G,] = 1 and FE Sp(4, q). 
Proof: We first prove [Ql, OP(GE)] < Z, 
If [[Z,, Z,,]l = q2, we get from [Q?, [Z,, Z,,]] = 1 and (1.3)(b) 
C-C,, Q,l G Z, and [en, @‘(GdI Q Z,. 
If Irz,, Gil =q, we have Z,aS,-, and X= [ZnP2, S, ,] Z(G,-,). 
Now (3.1) yields [X, Z,,] i]XZ,, XZ, u G, and [X, OP(GZ)J QZ,. Since 
[Z, _ ?, QJ < XZ, we conclude [Q,, OP(Gz)] < Z,. 
NOW G,/Qz = %(4,q) and @(Q,) < D, follows. The operation of 
Z(G,/QJ on Q,/@(QJ yields (a). 
Assertions (b), (c) and (d) are direct consequences of (1.2)(a) and 
W)(b). 
(4.2) If b = 0, then the following hold: 
(a) D,=Q,. 
(b) G, = Q, x @‘(Gz), 
(cl WC,) = PW4,q). 
Proof Since Z, 4 Q, and [Z,, Q,] = 1, we have D, = Qa. Now the 
assertion follows from (1.2)(a). # 
Proof of the Theorem. From (3.7) we get b E {0,2}. Now the Theorem 
follows from (4.1) and (4.2). 
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